Abstract. In this article, we investigate how Euler might have been led to conjecture the Prime Number Theorem, based on what he knew. We also speculate on why he did not do so.
The sum of reciprocals of primes
Euler showed in his paper "Variae observationes circa series infinitas" [Eul44, Theorema 19] (Euler Archive number E72), presented to the St. Petersburg Academy in 1737 and published in 1744, that the sum of the reciprocals of the primes diverges, and he even worked out the growth rate of p≤x 1 p . As was typical of Euler, his method of discovering this was beautiful, even if his lack of respect for divergent series may look horrifying to a modern mathematician. We present something similar to what Euler did in the remainder of this section; we have taken logarithms of every expression in his paper, to be more consistent with modern presentations.
It was already known that the harmonic series grows like log x; that is,
or, more precisely, (1)
whenever ℜ(s) > 1. This formula has a delightful interpretation as an analytic formulation of the fundamental theorem of arithmetic; this connection is described in many places, for instance [Apo97] . Despite the fact that neither side of (1) makes sense when s = 1, Euler bravely set s = 1 to obtain
Formula (2) is Theorema 7 in [Eul44] . Taking logarithms, he then obtained (3)
Next, he used the power series expansion
and regrouped terms, so that the right side of (3) becomes
Since all the groups but the first add up to something finite, they will not make a significant contribution in the limit, and Euler ignored them. Hence, in the limit,
This result is Theorema 19 in [Eul44] . In modern notation, we would write
One can get rid of all the divergent series and odd-looking expressions like log log ∞ by taking limits and being careful with error terms, as a modern mathematician would do, but that wasn't a necessary part of the mathematical culture in the 18 th century.
On to the prime number theorem
At this point, Euler stopped. However, he could have used (4) to estimate the number of primes up to x, at least conjecturally, using a quick and easy computation. Prime numbers were not the focus of his paper [Eul44] , but he could easily have returned to the topic at some later point, had he chosen to do so.
Let us try to estimate the number of primes between x and kx, for some k > 1, and let us write π(x) for the number of primes up to x. Based on (4), we estimate
If k is only slightly bigger than 1, then each term in the sum on the left is roughly
, and the number of terms in the sum is π(kx) − π(x). Hence, we have
The goal is now to estimate log log(kx) − log log(x). Rewriting (5), we have
Expanding the outer logarithm as a power series and truncating after the first term, we obtain
Now, choosing k = 1 + 1 x and again taking the first term of the power series for log(k) = log 1 +
. Now, we can determine π(x) by summing:
which is one form of the prime number theorem. (We change the lower index of the sum and integral to 2 to avoid the problem of division by 0 that occurs when n = 1. This does not affect the asymptotics.) A slightly different heuristic for the prime number theorem also coming from the sum of the reciprocals of the primes can be found in Sandifer's March 2006 column of "How Euler Did It" [San06] . Yet another way of conjecturing the prime number theorem from the series comes from Abel's technique of partial summation, not yet developed in Euler's time, which allows one to compute n≤x c n f (n) from the sum n≤x c n , here used with c n = 1 n if n is prime and 0 otherwise, and f (n) = n; see for instance [CM05, §1.3].
Primes and random variables
So, why didn't Euler do this? One can only speculate. Perhaps he was simply not sufficiently interested in the question of prime density; after all, as arguably the most prolific mathematician in history, he clearly had enough other things to occupy his attention! Indeed, his paper [Eul44] was not primarily about prime numbers, but rather about infinite series and their relation to infinite products, a subject that he was deeply interested in throughout his life, culminating in such gems as his solution to the Basel problem of evaluating the sum
, and the pentagonal number theorem [Eul83] , E541. Or perhaps he simply had no reason to believe that there would be any large-scale patterns in the primes. But my suspicion is that something like (6) would have felt very strange to an 18 th -century mathematician. After all, what can it possibly mean? The left side is either 0 or 1: it's 0 if x + 1 is composite and 1 if x + 1 is prime. But the right side is some real number between 0 and 1, which does not "know" anything about prime numbers; rather, it's decaying smoothly. So (6) is nonsense, but, to quote Gilbert and Sullivan [GS10] , "oh, what precious nonsense!"
Modern mathematicians understand things like (6) differently. There is no randomness in the primes: a fixed number n is either prime or composite, and no amount of coin flipping or die rolling will ever change that. However, statistics about primes behave like statistics about random numbers, with a certain distribution. Imagine building a set S of positive integers as follows: for each integer n ≥ 2, pick a random number α n uniformly on [0, 1], and put n into S if α n < 1 log n , with each α n being chosen independently from all the rest. This model is known as the Cramér model, after Harald Cramér, who wrote several papers such as [Cra20] describing it. This model is elegantly described and analyzed in a recent survey article [Sou07] of Soundararajan.
For instance, the Cramér model predicts the Twin Prime Conjecture, which is still open, in spite of recent progress of Goldston-Pintz-Yıldırım [GPY09], Zhang [Zha14] , Maynard [May15] , and the Polymath project [PCF + 14]. The Twin Prime Conjecture states that there are infinitely many positive integers n so that n − 2 and n are both prime. The argument goes as follows: the probability that n − 2 and n are both in S is 1 log(n−2) × 1 log(n) ≥ 1 log(n) 2 . Thus, the expected number of pairs n − 2, n ∈ S is
This approach must be used with care: for example, the same argument as in the preceding paragraph can be used to show that S is expected to contain infinitely many pairs of consecutive numbers, whereas 2 and 3 are the only consecutive primes, so statistics about pairs of consecutive elements of S and pairs of consecutive primes behave completely differently. However, one might be tempted to say that any statistics about S and the primes agree "unless there is an obvious reason that they don't." Of course this is only a rough heuristic: after all, one person's obvious reason may be another person's deep result.
While the Cramér model is only a heuristic, it is sometimes possible not only to make conjectures but also to prove theorems by taking a probabilistic approach to primes and divisibility. One of the first examples of these theorems was the Erdős-Kac Theorem [EK40] , which shows that the number of prime factors of numbers of size roughly n becomes normally distributed as n → ∞, with mean and variance log log(n). Since then, the probabilistic method has become a standard technique in analytic number theory, as well as many other areas of mathematics.
